Parker Cottage’s Self Drive Tour
of the

Garden Route
Touring the Garden Route is a very popular thing to do on a first or second visit to the Cape.
The route is so named because much of the landscape that you drive through appears garden-like, very
verdant with spectacular vistas of mountain, sea and plain. You’ll fall in love with the spectacular mountain
passes, tranquil lagoons, ancient lush forests and pristine beaches.
Traditionally, the route follows the N2 highway all the way along its length from Cape Town to Port
Elizabeth. We have amended this to avoid long sections of road with few places to stop at and bring you
inland to the Karoo and Winelands and also to the coast. Of course, this is only one way of doing this trip
and you could easily spend more time at these places. We are working on the assumption that you will drive
out and then fly back from Port Elizabeth (PE) but there is no reason why, if you have the time, you couldn’t
drive back another way and stop off at what you missed.
A word of caution: don’t attempt to drive more than around three hours a day of this trip. Roads in South
Africa, whilst being the best on the continent, are not like motorways in the West. They go through rather
than around towns, have a lot of freight on them and generally require a great deal of concentration to drive
on.
We strongly recommend that you do not travel at night and that you aim to travel between around 11 a.m.
and 3 p.m. so that you’ve got plenty of time to arrive and find your next lodging.
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GARDEN ROUTE TOUR OVERVIEW
Leaving Cape Town
DAY 1:
DAY 2:
DAY 3:
DAY 4:

Drive to Swellendam (picturesque rural wine town)
Wilderness/Mossel Bay (stunning coast line and rivers)
Knysna and Plettenberg (bustling, swish and wealthy coastal towns)
Storms River and Nature’s Valley (nestled in virgin forest these are unspoilt coastal towns)

Returning to Cape Town
DAY 5: Prince Alfred Pass and (spectacular mountain pass) Oudtshoorn (the Karoo Desert’s largest and
oldest town)
DAY 6: Calitzdorp, Ladismith and Barrydale (small Karoo towns, beautifully preserved on the Route 62)
DAY 7: Montagu and return to Cape Town (small winelands town, home to Cape Town’s émigré hippy
population)
Return to Cape Town …
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DAY 1
Drive Time: 2 hours +

Swellendam

Swellendam is an old town by South African standards, officially separated from the Cape colony in 1743.
For a long time, it represented the ‘final’ town between the rapidly advancing colonial influence on the Cape
and the rest of the ‘dark continent’ to the east. The town made most of its money through the cunning
business interests of brothers Barry and Nephew who were the first to exploit the Breede Rivier (which runs
close to the town) as a mode of transport for goods back in 1822. Their small shipping company was so
successful that they even set up a private bank in their names!
Today, Swellendam is essentially a farming town but its frontier character, and the early Victorian colonial
architecture left over from its boom days dominates the town. Tourism is also big business here as it is the
largest town in the region and makes a superb centre for wine, hiking, cycling and the ‘unplugged’ way of
life.
Where to Stay:

Rothman Manor
Tel (028) 514-2771 | www.rothmanmanor.co.za
One of the nicest places you could ever hope to stay in South
Africa (other than Parker Cottage of course) is Rothman Manor
in Swellendam. It’s on the edge of the town, bordering a nature
reserve and you can actually see the animals (like Zebra and
Bontebok) from the bottom of the garden. Standards are top
notch and with the added bonus of a five star quality at prices
similar to Parker Cottage. This could even be a two night stop if
you wanted.
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DAY 2
Drive Time: 2 hours +

Mossel Bay & Wilderness

Mossel Bay was originally, because of its natural harbour, the place where the first European explorers
landed and moored their ships. For many years, it traded simply as a small port until the discovery of natural
gas just off shore, which transformed both the appearance and economy of the town. The large refinery just
outside might make you wonder why on earth anyone would want to spend their holiday here but tourism,
particularly local tourism, is a huge draw here as the climate is moderate all year round and the beaches are
lovely.
It’s nicer, though, to drive through Mossel Bay and go through the Groot Brakrivier Pass (watch the speed
cameras!) to Wilderness to stay. It’s a wonderfully serine village where the Outeniqua Choo Tjoe (a vintage
train that traverses this wonderful stretch of coast) passes through. You should definitely spend time hiking
and birdwatching here as there is a large lagoon and river too (the Touw Rivier). You can also rent bicycles
and hang out paragliding or just walking on the (almost) wind-free beach.

Where to stay:

The Old Trading Post
Tel (044) 882-1207 | www.oldtradingpost.co.za
This tiny house (there are only four letting rooms) is run by husband and wife
team Mike and Harja in a truly hospitable style. The building was originally a
country store and its remote location guarantees you abundant birdlife and
total tranquility. Choose from Lara’s Room with a huge Victorian bathtub or
the Garden Room which is a private building on the grounds that used to be
the dairy.
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DAY 3
Drive Time: 1 hour +

Knysna & Plettenberg Bay

Knysna, which is pronounced ‘Ny – z – nah’, is a very pretty and perhaps rather overdeveloped town on a
lagoon along the Garden Route coast. It’s only 25km away from Plett (Plettenberg Bay) so we’ve put the
two towns together here as you can easily visit them together. Knysna’s money originally came from the
safe harbour provided by The Heads (the entrance to the lagoon) and the lagoon itself and the abundant
supply of timber that Knysna had (little remains of the original coastal forests). Now it’s a bustling holiday
town, year-round, due to its almost perfect climate, safe lagoon for sailing and swimming and the golf
courses on the hills around. A really nice thing to do is to take the train across the lagoon (seriously) or
board a boat for a cruise to the famous Knysna Heads.
Plett is a much more upmarket version of Knysna: it’s here that the uber-rich of South Africa and Europe
own their sea-side palaces (which most likely they visit less than a week a year), play polo and golf and sail in
the tranquil waters. You’ll find the shopping and food a little more snazzy and glitzy in Plett.
Both towns are - however populated and financed - set in stunningly beautiful natural surroundings. The
river mouths (particularly the Keurbooms in Plettenberg Bay) and the forests and beaches of both towns are
truly jaw dropping and virtually empty most of the year too. On this section of the route, you have it all: first
world facilities and infrastructure and totally unspoiled nature and wilderness too. Enjoy!
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Where to stay:

Amanzi Island Lodge, Knysna
Tel (044) 384-1236 | www.amazniisland.co.za

If you ever had that thing in your head about a little timber house down by the sea, where you can sit on
your balcony and watch the boats go by, then Amazni Island Lodge is it! Only, it’s not such a little place and
actually pretty posh. It’s been owner-managed since as long as we can remember and makes a wonderful
place to come home to. We just love the birdlife in the morning on the water. That’s magic. Almost all the
rooms have lagoon views and are very spacious. You’ll also love the ‘office’ (if my office had that view I
would do no work at all….)

Redford House, Plettenberg Bay
Tel (044) 534-8877 | www.redfordhouse.co.za

Coleen and Clive Noble have a rather apt surname: they are actually pretty famous in the sporting world in
South Africa (which is like being famous in the Catholic world in Rome, as sport is more important than
anything here). Several years back, as a kind of semi retirement idea, they bought this old farm and built
three more buildings on it in the same style over the years. Redford oozes atmosphere in every possible
way. The place is now like a country estate, with a tennis court, swimming pool, a small lake and ample
grounds to get lost it. Breakfast and dinners (on request) catered for so there’s no need to leave (as if you’d
ever want to).
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DAY 4
Drive Time: 45 minutes
If you’re staying at Redford House or Amanzi Lodge, you can do a trip to Storms River and
Nature’s Valley in a day as they’re very close. If you’d like some recommendations for places to
stay in these villages, give us a call (our number is at the bottom of this page)

Storms River & Nature’s Valley

Storms River Village and Nature’s Valley are two small villages located on the boarders of the Tsitsikamma
National Park, which is a virgin coastal forest. It has over 80 km of totally undeveloped coastline which is so
fragile and pristine that the Otter Trail, one of the most famous hikes in the world, has a six month waiting
list to join.
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But don’t let this sanctuary fool you into thinking that there’s nothing much to do here…
The world’s highest bungee jump is here, on the Bloukrans Bridge (it’s only 216m, or which 100m is free
fall….), the canoeing and cycling at Nature’s Valley is simply spectacular and the white water rafting on the
Storm’s River itself is world class.
Beyond that, you can also take canopy tours in the forest itself on zip lines between platforms: this you can
do either as an adrenalin activity or to marvel at the nature.
Even just crossing the Storms River on a suspension foot bridge is an experience.
There’s even a living 800 year old tree in Nature’s Valley. Wow!
The whole area is a photographer's dream with the diversity of natural scenery, wildlife and the untouched
nature of everything you see.

Winston Churchill’s mountain biking weekends
are very popular in Nature’s Valley.
‘

…I thought you said we shouldn’t use that worn
out bit of elastic with holes in it as a bungee
rope?
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DAY 5
Drive Time: 3 hours +

Prince Alfred Pass & Oudtshoorn
•
•
•

Leave Storms River/Nature’s Valley along the N2, remembering that today, you’re on the
way back to Cape Town, so follow signs for Knysna and Plettenberg Bay.
Turn right on to the R340 towards Uniondale and head over the Prince Alfred pass (not to be
confused with a Prince Alfred Village, in the Western Cape, if you’re using a GPS!)
From Uniondale, you can take the N9 to Oudtshoorn (or, for a longer drive, take the R339
and then R341 to De Rust. From there, take the N12 to Oudtshoorn).

Hobbits are native to the
Prince Alfred Pass …
Luckily they all drive 4x4’s !

You travel through the Prince Alfred Pass from Storms River to reach Oudtshoorn, so today is quite a drive.
If you’re not in the mood for the mountain pass, skip it and just take the N2 and then the N12 to
Oudtshoorn. Oudtshoorn is the ostrich capital of the world: every aspect of the bird is farmed and used here
from the eggs to the meat to the features and even the bones. The whole area is much dryer and more
mountainous than the coast but it’s a land of exceptional contrasts and natural beauty.
The region is home to the spectacular Cango Caves, Africa's largest cave system. It also has three distinct
plant biomes (succulent Karoo, cape thicket and Fynbos) and the Swartberg mountain range is part of the
Cape Floral World Heritage Site.
It’s a surprisingly large town considering its remoteness but it doesn’t have the sophistication of towns
closer to the Cape and the coast: be prepared for very amiable people (most of whom will speak some
English but Afrikaans in the main) and a great welcome but not a lot of superb food and wine (in comparison
to what you can get elsewhere in the Western Cape).
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… one of the larger rooms at Parker Cottage.

When you’re bored of horses, why not try an ostrich?

Where to Stay:

La Plume
Tel (044) 272-7516 | www.laplume.co.za

La Plume is a working ostrich, vine, cattle and alfalfa farm and a tour with owner Bartel, by prior
arrangement, to see first hand the activities on a commercial farm is a must for anyone visiting the Klein
Karoo! There’s bird watching among fynbos and rare succulents. You can also visit the world’s only Meerkat
conservation program where you can walk with these little “earth people” and be at one with nature.
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DAY 6
Drive Time: 2 hours +

Calitzdorp, Ladismith & Barrydale
•
•

Leave Oudtshoorn and take “Route 62” direction Calitzdorp
Choose to carry on or stop for the night either Calitzdorp (45 minute drive), Ladismith (90
minute drive) or Barrydale (2hr 30 minute drive)

Today, you drive along the majority of the infamous Route 62 which kind of piggy backs on the fame of
Route 66 in the States, but is similar to it in no discernable way. There’s a whole website dedicated to the
route at www.route62.co.za
This scenic route is through the semi arid Little Karoo and is flanked by the Swartberg and Langeberg
mountains. It’s the kind of road where you need a nice throaty sports car and some dicey music to sing
along to. (‘On a dark desert highway, cool wind in my hair’…Parker, please stop before we have to shoot
you). If all you’ve got is a Toyota Corolla (or worse) and a Barry Manilow CD, (God help you), you’ll have to
make do with the epic scenery, vegetation, the vernacular architecture and the endless array of great little
places to eat and stroll about.

Fuel efficient Karoo transport, the road less travelled and a typical Karoo residence …
Ladismith (spelt with an “i” as opposed to Ladysmith spelt with a “y”) was named after Lady Juana Smith,
wife of the Governor of the Cape, Sir Harry Smith, and is quite a young town at 1852. The main industries
here are fruit and flower growing, most of it for export, so the jams and preserves here are really worth
getting (for much less than you’d get the same quality overseas). Most of the buildings are from the
Victorian era, obviously, but they’re well preserved and pretty. Troops of baboons are common and rare
leopards roam the mountains too.
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Barrydale Probably the most famous thing about Barrydale is Ronnie’s Sex Shop, which has nothing to do
with sex (unless you’d like to be the first, of course) and is in fact merely a bar at the side of the road in the
middle of the desert. That’s it. The whole thing started as a joke when Ronnie complained to friends of his
that he wasn’t getting enough business as a convenience store (desert – convenience store: I also don’t see
the connection) so they painted the word ‘sex’ between the words ‘Ronnie’ and ‘Shop’. So many people
stopped to take a photo or just out of curiosity that the place ‘went viral’ and now hosts its very own music
festivals and bikers weekends year round. http://www.ronniessexshop.co.za/
Calitzdorp is all about port and some very good stuff too: we’d really suggest trying some at the side of the
road and buying a bottle to have around the campfire with some blue cheese. It also lays claim to being the
closest place to the Gamkaberg Nature Reserve which was established to conserve the only local population
of the endangered Cape mountain zebra in their natural habitat. The name Gamka is derived from the
Khoekhoen (‘Hottentot’) word gami, meaning lion. The reserve is open daily from sunrise to sunset and is
well worth a visit. Day visitors have access to the information centre, short hikes and picnic and braai
facilities.
Where to Stay:

Barrydale Karoo Hotel
Tel (028) 572-1226 | www.barrydale-karoo-hotel.co.za

This great little place is what happens when Cape Town funky chic meets old style Wild West Bar / Saloon:
the building looks like the kind of place you could have filmed High Noon but the inside is a riot of colour and
light. Nothing’s toned down here: it’s all very joyful and naïve inside, not too serious and stylish but warm,
comfortable and friendly. They organize a whole heap of stuff for the surrounding area too, from hot spring
baths to 4x4 trips.
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DAY 7
Drive Time: 2 hours +
•

Leave Barrydale and take “Route 62” direction to Montagu. It’s only 66km!

Montagu

Montagu is a very strange, off-beat little town famous for the most crazy things and creative people. If you
are not a curious, open-minded sort of person you may find the whole thing a little too weird, but turn on
your inner child and it becomes an absolute delight. Highlights for us include the Francois Krige Studio,
which is really worth a visit: he was an internationally renowned artist who lived here for many years and
died in 1994 (paintings go for around US$10 000, if you’ve some loose change) but you need to book in
advance to go in. Just outside of Montagu there’s also the Sheilam Cacti and Succulent Garden
(www.sheilamnursery.com) on the R62 in Robertson was established in 1954 and boasts 2000 species of
plants. Even if you’re not really into plants, the sheer variety and beauty of what the Schwegmann family
have cultivated here is worth a visit.
Soekershof Walkabout Maze is something a little different in almost all aspects. Incorporating the world’s
largest hedge-maze, succulent gardens and a stone-age cinema, the concepts are almost as weird as the
hosts. Open your mind for strange stories, legends and quests.
In case a maze and a cactus garden is a little too mentally taxing, take a trip on a river barge at Viljeonsdrift,
www.viljoensdrift.co.za, sipping something light and snacking on their deli food as you drift down the river.
It’s a total bargain at R45 per person, including a glass of wine!
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Where to Stay:

Les Hauts de Montagu
Tel (021) 614-2351 | www.leshautsdemontagu.co.za

Whilst Les Hauts is quite a lot bigger than most of the places on this tour (it has ten rooms in five separate
cottages and a restaurant), it has a much cozier feel than its size would indicate. The rooms are all very
pleasantly equipped indeed and you get to fall asleep looking at the reed ceilings. Lovely! Being a country
retreat, it has wonderfully verdant gardens, and a decent-sized swimming pool in the middle of a lawn
(something very nice about getting out of a pool onto grass!) and well (but not ornately) furnished rooms.
The drive back to Cape Town …
From Montagu, you have choice to go over the Burgers Pass onto the R318, and then take the N1
back to Cape Town. This road was only built in 1957 and carries the name of the man that first had
the idea. There’s wealth of birdlife in the Leiwater Dam just as you leave Montagu (more about
that here: www.montagu.org.za/what-to-do/montagu-leiwater-dam). This is the long way back.
You could also go via Robertson on the R60 too, (a pretty town) and then to Worcester (not such a
pretty town) and then onto the N1. A really nice stop off is the Willow Creek olive farm on the road
between Worcester and Robertson. They have a superb range of olive related products, particularly
the lemon infused olive oil. This is the short way home.
From the N1, you simply drive all the way to the end, which becomes Buitengracht. From there,
you’ll recognize it. Welcome home!
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